Hungarian Gomoku Meijin Open Championship 2017

Budapest, January 21-22 2017
Summary by Gergő Tóth

In the end of 2016 I decided to make an effort to organize a gomoku tournament in Hungary. The
Hungarian Meijin competition was abandoned years ago, so I wanted to revive the championship.
First I talked with Attila Demján, the last winner, to find out whether he would fight to defend his
title. He said he would not, and referred to his private life, so he could take part neither in the
competition nor in the final double-match. Most importantly, I had to face the largest obstacle,
finding a suitable venue for the event. This was the main reason for not organizing any tournaments
in the last years. Even schools do not lease out classrooms for free, so the rent fee had to be shared
amongst the players. Finally I got a tip to ask a certain bowling club for their private room. At first I
was sceptical, but the correspondence with the contact person was not that bad, so I could start to
advertise the event. As I was unsure whether I would succeed in attracting enough players from
Hungary, I also invited some foreign ones. This raised the question as to what tournament name to
choose. As the whole Meijin series was Attila’s original idea, I had to consult with him to find a
proper name for the tournament. Finally we sorted it out and added the word "open" to the name. I
do not want to write about every other difficulty, but let me mention that the number of participants
is always a crucial thing. Ideally, it is desirable to know a few weeks in advance who is coming, and
it is critical to approximately know the number. Well, let me just add that even one day before the
tournament I received a few resignations from players when the name tables, diplomas and playing
system had already been prepared. Nevertheless, I arranged as many things in advance as I could, so
I was somewhat relaxed and could be flexible about these
last minute amendments. Furthermore, even one week
before the tournament I had to find a Plan B for the venue
(!) due to some unexpected happenings. Luckily it did not
have to be realised and we could sort this out. I was proud
not to share this with anyone, so the players could prepare
calmly.
On the tournament’s day almost everything had already
been prepared and everyone arrived on time. It turned out
that there were 8 participants (see the picture to the right),
so we changed the playing system from Swiss to Round
Robin. This resulted in two important changes: There
would be no byes, and all pairing were determined in
advance. That was not that easy though, as it shifted the
beginning of the tour by one hour as we were unable to
find the right settings in Swiss Perfect. Luckily it did not
affect the players’ mood, so we could finally launch the
competition after the drawing.
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8 players, 4 countries

I expected a very strong tournament where anyone can beat anyone. It turned out that I would open
only 3 times out of the 7 games, but I took it as a fortune, as I had not had any special preparation. I
have to mention here that my preparation only consisted of some live games against Rudolf, which
helped me a lot to get a feeling of the time control. It also turned out that with 20 seconds per move
in the endgame it is very hard to focus both on the game and writing. For this reason, I announced
that everyone having less than 3 minutes left was allowed to ask other players to record his moves.
Besides playing some online games on kurnik, I also played some games against Zoli and Oleg with
a time control that was longer than usual, but each time either the connection or my mood was not
perfect. I simply tried to have a good rest one day earlier and I almost fully succeeded in it. :)
Round 1 My first-round opponent was Oleg Bulatovsky (Gelo) from Ukraine. He did not surprise
me at all with the opening, so I put my prepared two extra stones, which was improvised by Rudolf
in one of our friendly live games. Of course I in advance asked his permission to use that swap2.
Oleg chose a colour quite quickly and was rather fast during the whole game. This gave an
advantage as I could evaluate positions deeper than he did. After 6 I considered 3-4 different black
moves, including using my three and 7-9, but finally decided to play 7-i8. I was expecting 8-13, 8h7 or 8-i6, but none of them came. After this 8 I got happy about the position and confidently
played 9-9, which is very strong. I expected either h7 or g7 and was already checking which side is
better to block. But Oleg played 10-h8! I had the feeling that I have a winning position, so I started
to look for my win. There was not only one, so I picked one line and finished the execution. After
14 there are simpler wins but I had only 1 minute, luckily I was confident enough to play that
winning 17. Oleg had 15 minutes left and might felt sorry for not spending them on his first moves.
Basically I was happy to get the full point after 90 minutes but rather because I evaluated the
position well and could control it from the beginning.

The tournament hall during Round 1
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Meanwhile László beat Tesařík from a tricky scheme successfully converted to a corner opening,
Laube beat Purkrábek from a miserable position as Purkys was not able to finish him off (at least it
seemed so) and Dupszki beat Eged from a corner; Iec made a mistake in time trouble by not using a
three, which could have given him better chances to survive.

Round 1: Dupszki vs Eged (black)

Round 2 Due to the drawing I met my great friend and rival Rudolf Dupszki already in the second
round. As I had no special preparations and wanted to have a little time advantage, I opened a
playable scheme that is hard to solve at the board. I was 99% sure that he would put 2 extra stones. I
was right, he converted the scheme into a corner opening in 15 minutes, but the position of the far
stones was a crucial factor. The black stone could have been connected almost immediately, while
the white stone was a bit further, waiting for a successful block in the opening section and could be
used only later on. After spending 20 minutes I chose white and played a seemingly stable move,
which deactivated the 5th stone.
6-9 might have been better, 6-13 was a bit lifeless, 6-12 seemed too brave, 6-25 was too far from
the 4th. We did not have time to check every single outcome, 50 minutes is simply not enough for
that, you need to decide quickly and sometimes you even have to gamble or guess. So my 6th was
rather a guess, as I did not want to give him the initiative by white. My decision could have been
fatal! He played 7-e8, but was considering 7-19, which in my opinion gives no chance for white.
Back to the game, my answer was rather intuitive, as before the 8th move I had already used more
than half of my time. I liked the way the game developed further on. Honestly, I did not really
consider 13-16, only 13-13, but with both moves the position would have been somewhat balanced.
The following moves are straightforward for a while, after the 17th move I had 14 minutes, while
Rudolf only had 5. There was no big mistake by any of the sides before Rudolf played 23, but then
my opponent played 23-i10. His move might seem natural, but it was not intended to connect black
stones scattered all over the board. He might have been waiting for his chance for too long, as stone
2 was already close and coming into play. Here we were close to a time trouble, as well, but I
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wanted to use his little defect of tactics, therefore I made the position sharp with 24, which is a key
move. Finally he made an attempt to connect his stones with 25. I was looking for a good attack but
had no time to accomplish it yet. 26 is a safety move (although I had a direct win after 25 as later
turned out). According to my notes, I had 2 minutes and Dupszki had 1 minute (remember, there
were 20 seconds extra time per move). His 27 was a bigger mistake, he thought he might have
something in the bottom left corner, at least he told me later he had thought I could only block from
below. 30 was a preparation for my final attack, after blocking 31 he did not really have any
options. 34 is a winning move, I had less than a minute here, but I calmed down and searched for
my win. 36-41 would win as well in spite of the overline, I found 36-36 more secure. Luckily I
hadn’t made any mistakes in the end game, my opponent resigned after 44. I was happy to beat
Rudolf, as I could not manage to do it since 2011! Fun fact: I was so concentrated during the
endgame that I did not notice my girlfriend was watching the game the last 10-15 minutes!

Round 2 - After the swap2

We had a lunch break after this round, which enabled me to take a look at the other results. Zoli beat
Laube from the same opening as mine. Laube put 2 extra stones, Zoli chose white and overrun his
opponent, taking advantage of Laube’s positional weak points. Eged beat Purkrábek in a relatively
easy way from the corner. Purkys played very recklessly. Gelo recovered quickly after the first
round – he was brave enough to choose a colour in Tesařík’s open, played the best moves and
earned a full point. We all had a nice lunch, Purkys even slept a little bit, I also could have done so,
but we needed to continue playing as our schedule was a bit delayed.
Round 3 In the third round Jan (Honza) Purkrábek aka Purkys put his favourite corner against me.
Let me pin down right now that in my opinion Purkrábek has a great potential, he defeated me last
time (when he started with 5-0 in TGEC), so I was far from underestimating him. He might lack
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practice though. I did not want to choose a colour and get the best replies immediately, so I decided
to convert the opening into an unknown position. My aim was to play a nice game, I was not too
stressed about the result, but I knew if I beat the ‘allegedly’ weakest player (by ranking), I could
psychologically relax and play my fourth game without pressure. It took me some time to invent a
usable swap2, and after he chose a colour, I saw many interesting lines. That was a game I was
waiting for. His 6th move was great. After my 7th move I already used half of my time but I hoped I
was the one who could evaluate the position better. My main aim was to find the best moves
independent of the type of the position. His 8th was a little bit cautious and I did not want 9-14. For
10-g8 my answer would have been
11-f7, but he played 10-10. At this
point I had 20 minutes, he had 24.
Great, I thought, I don’t have
serious time disadvantage and there
are not many stones on the board.
His 12th seemed coward or rather
too safe, so I confidently played my
13th move, which secured my way
towards the centre. His 14 was a
shock! According to my notes, both
of us had 14 minutes remaining. I
spent 9 minutes on my next move
but I could spend an hour as I was
unable to see which line is the best
for me. I did not want to simplify
the position by using my threes as I
thought it would just lead the party
towards a drawish middle game.
Finally due to the lack of time I
played my 15th move but did not
really like the position. It took me
some time to realize that 16-17
would be a win for white! I
desperately tried to find some way
out, but I saw wins or big
advantages for him everywhere.
Finally he made his move and
placed a stone: 16-i5! I was
relieved as it is a much weaker
move. Here both of us had 5 minutes, so I was quite sure I would beat him from then on. And
suddenly he made a terrible mistake by using quickly his four and three. After 24 I had a win and as
half of the board was mine, I decided to go indirectly for the win. After 34 I missed a direct VCT, I
could not check it quickly enough, but my 35th move was still winning. But after 40 I still could not
see the win clearly and I had less than a minute left: I started to get nervous. I was afraid that he
could make an overline with g2 and I would have no place for a win. My 41 on the other side of the
board was to confuse him but Purkys was not threatened at all. His 42 was unexpected, but luckily it
What to play?
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was not a fukumi so I did not have to fear a counterattack. To my greatest luck, he did not use his
three (42-43) to block that corner, so with this extra time I could count that I had a win in the corner,
the overline would not matter. The game ended after 53 moves and almost after 2 hours, and we had
only a technical break before the last round of the first day.
In the meantime, Zoli surprised Oleg with a tricky swap2. Generally, Oleg’s opening choice is a
way too predictable. That is what Zoli drew profit from, his home-made puzzle was hard to solve
for Oleg. To make things worse, Oleg spent only 10 minutes on choosing the colour, which only
accelerated his doom. Eged beat Laube from the latter’s corner, which was a slight surprise. From
the opening it seems to me that Kedlub did not care much what opening to put, was confident
enough that he would beat Iec starting from a random corner. This time he was wrong. Dupszki put
his corner opening and played a nice game with Peroxid, Rudolf's winning 36th move was really
gorgeous.
Round 4 My last opponent of the day was Pavel Laube (Kedlub). We started the fourth round after
6pm, everyone was quite tired. I had no time to check my database, but I thought I would receive
two extra stones for most of the central openings. I did not want to put a corner opening, we will
most probably play from a corner when he puts an opening against me next time. So I placed Gelo’s
opening on the board but I was so tired that I shifted it in a way that is a surewin! Usually I do not
like to give winning positions to anyone if the circumstances do not demand it. After 3 wins I did
not want to risk at all, but there was nothing to do, I was hoping that he would not grab the right
colour. He chose white and played a neutral move (phew!), after my 5th move I had nothing to
worry about. 7 is also a safety move just like 9, 11 and 13. I was expecting his 14 th move, which at
first sight gives white a way towards the centre of the board. Here I spent some time until I used
half of my time and came to the conclusion that 15-j9 is strong enough not to give chances for white
to launch an attack and at the same time is a strong base for black. It took him some time to realize
that the only offensive move that he could make - 16-f8 - loses after 17-17! It seems great at first,
because after 17-16 white not only has a defence but has even a winning position.

Laube's hypothetic 16 with the wrong 17
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After 18 minutes of thinking he realised that he had no other choice but to block something and he
chose 16-16. I had enough time to check the outcomes for some 17th moves (g8, i10, h6). Finally I
chose my 17 and played it quite confidently. Only two 18 can hold, 18-g7 and 18-18, he found the
latter but here I had a significant time advantage. I wanted to place my 19th somewhere on top like
L10, so that I could use L7 for my lower part attack, but then I simply could not resist starting an
offensive right away. 19-23 and 19-h5 did not seem strong enough and I saw the right blocks for
them. At last I chose 19 as it prevented using his three on g8. He had less than a minute when he
finally played 20, which at first seemed a good block. But only at first glance, actually only 20-24
would hold. I had more than 10 minutes to find the win, which was not that hard from then on. I
arose from the table quite at ease, I was flawless after the first day!

Laube (white) vs Tóth in Round 4

I quickly looked at the other results and noted that Zoli lost from his own scheme against Eged. I
learned that he overestimated his position and played recklessly against the Slovakian, who bravely
chose a colour. After they run out of book moves according to the main theory, the young
Hungarian played a few weaker moves and paid the price very soon afterwards. Well done Iec!
Tesařík beat Purkrábek from the former’s central opening, the two extra stones were not enough to
compensate the disadvantage of not knowing the theory. On the fourth table the game was still
ongoing, so I sat down to help writing the moves. There were a lot of stones on the board already so
a draw seemed imminent, but Oleg had still an attack in his pocket. Both players were under 3
minutes and this time it was Dupszki who made a fatal mistake. Surprise at the end of the day, the
current world champion is only at the 4-5th place out of the 8 players!
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Dupszki feeling uneasy against Oleg in Round 4

László (white) - Eged: Theory in progress
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In the evening we dined out with most of the players, we had a nice but short time together. Only
Igor stayed at home, possibly he aimed to keep or even improve his position in the end of the
second day.
Round 5 My fifth round opponent was Igor Eged (Iec) from Slovakia, who had defeated me in my
last live tournament. He put an opening and followed the same strategy as in Hrádec: he chose a
big, wide scheme. On one hand it is flattering that he fears me not to open one of his usual corners,
on the other hand it is indeed a good strategy if he chooses the right opening. At that time I was not
able to find the suitable swap2 and counter-play and lost to him, so I had this game in mind when I
was thinking about the position. I placed my stones in such a way so as to convert the scheme to a
wide corner opening. He took white in order to get the initiative. I had a feeling that his 6th move
was not strong enough. My 7th consolidated the position; I had a good answer to any white moves.

Second day, first round: an eagle (or a scorpion?) shape on the board

His 8th was predictable, 9 looks a bit lame, but actually it is a very strong move. It builds a solid
base for black. I was waiting for 10-i10, which would have been followed by 11-h9. 10-i8 was a
surprise, I was thinking of playing L11 but could not check all the variants, so I decided to play
another stable move, 11-h9. My intuition told me that Igor would not go for 12-i7, this was the first
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time during the tournament when I did not search for the strongest move. I was rather expecting 12h10 or 12-g9. After his 12th I calmed down and started to check if he had any defence against my
attack. I came to the conclusion that unless I left out something important from my counting, I had a
win in the corner. Up until the 12th move we had more or less the same time remaining, he had a
slight time advantage. I had noticed that he stood up after each move he made. This time it
happened the same. Right after he arrived from his casual walk around the tables, he fell into a deep
despair, his face turned a little red and his impression became puzzled. He spent approximately 20
minutes to finally make a move. I did not hesitate too much, played the winning 15 after doublechecking every answer and leaned back in my seat. He spent another 5 minutes studying the
position and finally gave up. I had 24 minutes left when the match ended. It is always hard to beat
Igor, so I was really relieved. Perhaps a bit too much as the tournament had not ended yet.
In the meantime Dupszki beat László quite confidently from his corner. Zoli played a bit too fast
and gave enough space to his opponent, for which he was punished. Bulatovsky beat Purkrábek
easily and set up his claim for the podium. Tesařík and Laube had a fierce fight, where Laube may
have missed a win in the opening section. The position was equal in the middle game and the match
turned into a mutual time trouble. Laube used his experience and better time management and was
finally able to beat his comrade.

Round 5: Zoli (white) vs Rudolf

Round 6 I did not know how to prepare for Zoli as he promised me I would receive his new scheme
that nobody has seen before. As I mentioned earlier, I was relieved because I was leading by 2
points, but that was a very dangerous situation, as well: if I win or make a draw, I am the champion.
If I lose, I might lose more than a single game: I can get into a downturn. Still, I was unable to find
the right mindset for our game. I could blame weariness, but at this point most of us were tired.
When I got Zoli’s opening, I was not excited at all, I did not fear to lose, just mechanically put two
extra stones and all my strategy was to survive the opening section. I was really pokey and my
position just got worsened move by move. I felt that even if I found the best moves, I would have a
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much worse position. I would have needed much more time to check the possible outcomes, so I
decided to follow my first intuition, which usually is not worth a penny without counting.
Furthermore, I was worried for the time for an unknown reason, so I intended to keep pace with
Zoli, which is also a bad strategy against a quick player. He counts fantastically fast but not that
deeply. After his 14th I had only one good combination to survive: 15-g7, 16-g8, 17-e8. I wanted to
play g7 but I’m not sure whether I would be able to find e8 after it. As I was not really lively, I
could not even see his win for every branch after 16. If I could, I might have tried to find the above
mentioned only way. As I didn’t, I had to face the facts: I had no defence after 16, it was too late to
use any other source of mine. I picked one line and then had no other choice but to observe my
opponent’s quick moves. Finally after 30 I resigned. I felt very similar to what I felt after my
previous live loss: I had practically no chance after I screwed the opening stage. In both cases I had
to face a big, wide, unknown scheme, which I could not deal with successfully enough.

Round 6: Zoli dominating as white

At least the competition became close again! For the first time during the tournament all the players
who opened collected the full point. Tesařík beat Eged from his corner, which Iec wanted to convert
to a central opening but was not really successful in it. Oleg beat Laube from his opening. This time
Kedlub did not prepare anything special against him and his improvisation was not strong enough to
hold the position for a long time. Dupszki played confident from his corner, and despite that
Purkrábek fought hard, Rudolf managed to overplay the Czech in a nice game. I was quite sure that
Rudolf would make 3 points on the second day; so far my prediction still could come true.
Mental preparation I started to get nervous before the last round. So far I was relaxed during the
games as I did not care much about the results. But the situation changed: if I lose again in a leading
position after a defeat, that would mean I am not able to handle tough situations and cannot take on
the pressure. This would have serious consequences in future tournaments; therefore my greatest
opponent in the last game was not Štěpán Tesařík but myself. I anxiously tried to look for a good
opening in my database, but was not able to pick a suitable one. First of all I tried to avoid surewins
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as putting one of them would be too risky. As my preparation lacked studying theories, I wanted to
make sure I would know the basic branches if he chooses a colour. Also, I did not want to pick one
with too few or too many options. The former would be too easy to solve, the latter could confuse
me. I also remembered some games in which my opponent played a scheme, and this made me
hesitate. Finally, the opening should not be easily converted either to a too drawish or sharp
position. After considering several openings, I stuck to the wide scheme that I opened against
Dupszki. I quickly checked the main branches – there is only one main – and put the opening. I felt
so nervous that even the softest sounds made me uneasy, so I decided to listen to music (I chose
TR/ST – Joyland). I absolutely excluded the outer world and purposely did not check the other
boards. As you see, my battle began much earlier than we started the clock. These little things and
being attuned to the game can often contribute more to the outcome of a game than analyzing for
hours, though in the long run both are required if you want to become a strong player.
Final round After I put the opening, I went out to the restroom to wash my face. Tesařík (Peroxid)
did not think too long to come up with a good swap2. I was at first really happy because the three
black stones were not too far away from each other to be impossible to connect, while the two white
stones were light years apart. Still, I did not want to make any quick ill-thought moves, so I took my
time to check white’s options. I had to realize that without the first and fourth stone the position is
another scheme! Moreover, it is a scheme that is commonly played by Czech players, so it could not
be a coincidence. Ouch! All I wanted to play was a quiet, boring, drawish game at worst, but I
found myself in a very sharp position, where even one mistake can lead to my defeat at any time. I
nervously checked some options on the right for white, in particular whether 7-f10 is enough for
black for a deadly counterattack. I was checking 6-L8, 6-L9, 6-L10, 6-k12 and came to the
conclusion that 1) I needed more time to clearly see all the lines 2) Black has advantage. I decided
to save some time and chose black. Štěpán dismissed the idea of creating a white base on the right
and played 6-e9! I was still not relieved because I had to accept that blocking is required in the
beginning to survive. I did not like the moves 7-f8 and 7-c11 as they were not strong enough and I
would have depended on my opponent’s continuation. Moves like 7-f10 (8-d9) and 7-e10 (8-f8)
lose immediately. My only chance was to make a connection between the third and fifth moves. But
how? Is the closer diagonal enough (h9, g10, f11) or the further (h10, i9) has to be used? I needed to
check a lot of scenarios and was running out of time. Finally I placed my bet on 7-h10, which I
trusted the most. His answer was just the one I missed to check and I had already used half of my
time. Luckily this time I had an easier task to choose, as the lower block was very dangerous due to
10-d12 (only 11-d11, then after 12-f10 13-g9 is the only good answer, I’m not sure if I could find
it). Nevertheless, I wanted to be sure that he had no move to complicate the position. I had checked
10-11 earlier and came to the conclusion that it might even be a winning position starting with the
three. 10-e10 did not seem good enough. The only move which I considered reasonable was 10-g11
but from there I could have been able to hold at least a draw with 11-h12 or 11-f10. When he put his
move I could not believe my eyes: 11-b10? I did not spend much time to choose a response, 11-f11
was also a win. He admitted after our game that he totally forgot about 11-f10. 12-i9 was a lost
cause, I simply had to find a tiny, ugly win in the remaining time. I succeeded in finding it and he
finally resigned after 17 moves. It was over! I could stand the pressure at the right moment and
organizing did not affect the quality of my play. I felt so tired that I could not perceive it right away.
I had to take a walk and I got to know that the Olympic champs Denmark was knocked out by
Hungary in the Handball World Championship some minutes earlier. That was a real shocker in a
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positive way and for the first time in a while made my emotions apparent: Yes, we (I) made it! But
the real drama was still to come!

Is that a Christmas tree pattern or an umbrella?!

After I sat my heart at rest, I returned back to the tournament hall. I noticed that Zoli’s game is
already over. I asked for the result out of courtesy and could not believe my ears: Purkys won! Later
I learned that it did not come out of thin air, he made one of the most beautiful moves of the
championship and flawlessly carried out a wonderful attack. Can you guess what he played?

Black to play, the position seems white advantage. What can be the magic move that leads to a black win? Purkys showed it
against Zoli in the final round.
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Zoli (white) going for the title in the last round against Purkys

In spite of his loss Zoli could still hope for the podium, as it depended on the remaining two games’
results. Iec put a wide scheme to Gelo, which the latter tried to convert into one of his favourite
openings. He made a slight mistake though, as the additional stones created a position in favour of
the Slovakian player. He did not cast away the advantage, built up a nice attack and defeated the
Ukrainian in 40 moves. That was a nice recovery by Igor, as he achieved this victory after 2 losses
and got back the chance to reach the podium. The final standings still depended on the last ongoing
game between Kedlub and Dupsky. Kedlub put a corner opening and could hold the position, but he
got into a time trouble after approximately 25 moves. At move 35 he had 39 seconds, while Rudolf
had 4 minutes. He had both a slight time and positional advantage, but could not find a way to crack
Kedlub’s stubborn defence. The game went on and none of the players went for a draw, they fought
with every means. Had Dupsky known a draw was enough for him to take the silver medal, he
could have offered it I guess. The position may have seemed stable for him, at least for a draw.
After all, after more than two hours of play and 96 moves, he suddenly made a terrible blunder! A
real shock! Kedlub took the chance and finished the game, which might have compensated him for
his 6th place only. Purkys, Tesařík and Kedlub all showed great psychological skills by winning in
the last 2 rounds against "higher ranked" players. Thanks to the unforeseen results of the last round
Zoli achieved the silver and Iec the bronze medal. I was right in the beginning that anyone can beat
anyone. We saw many nice games with reasonable moves, interesting tactics and uncompromising
fighting spirit. What really surprised me that Dupszki, the current world champion lost three times
out of seven games and there was no draw at all!
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Rating changes: Tóth +21, László +36, Eged +19, Dupszki -51, Bulatovsky +16, Laube -27,
Tesařík -4, Purkrábek -10

All games can be found on http://gomokuworld.com/tournaments/185

You can find more pictures here:
https://www.facebook.com/Purkys/media_set?set=a.10210002965804044.1073741870.1032742034
&type=3

Luckily both playing and organizing were successful, as all of the participants and many online
followers praised the venue, meals and the whole tournament. One of my favourite comments of the
VK forum was the following:
Ilya Bromozel Jan 21, 2017 at 1:38 pm
Это ковер на полу? Богато живут! (Is this a carpet on the floor? They are rich!)
I would like to say big thanks to Attila Hegedüs, who had a very important role in organizing and
helped a lot to successfully arrange everything. I hope that next time he will play, too. My special
thanks go to Sandra Jones, who created a live atmosphere on the internet and broadcast the events
in real time. She also proofread this whole text.
P.S. I am looking forward to defend my title!
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Appendix

The medalists
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Attila Demján, who won the World Championships twice, with his daughter, Flóra
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